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Summary  

Since the terms Data Warehouse and On-Line Analytical Processing were proposed by Inmon 
and Codd, Codd, Sally respectively the traditional ideas of creating information systems in 
support of management’s decision became interesting again in theory and practice. Today in-
formation warehousing is a strategic market for any data base systems vendor. Nevertheless the 
theoretical discussions of this topic go back to the early years of the 20th century as far as man-
agement science and accounting theory are concerned and to the late 50s and early 60s when 
focussing information systems aspects. Although today efficient technology is available to de-
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velop information systems for management’s purposes information warehouse projects are still 
very risky and most of them are not finished successfully. The main reason for this situation 
lies in the lack of suitable languages to develop the conceptual specification of information 
warehouses. Based on this drawback methods for the development of information warehouses 
cannot be specified clearly. This paper proposes a language for the required conceptual specifi-
cation of information warehouses based on an thorough analysis of management and account-
ing approaches to this topic and shows how this language can be integrated in a two dimen-
sional development framework for information warehouse development as fundamental com-
ponent.  
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1 Introduction and overview 

Data Warehouse (DWH) and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) are today’s main buzz-
words dominating the discussion concerned wirth information systems in support of managers’ 
work. The term Data Warehouse was proposed and defined by INMON as “subject-oriented, in-
tegrated, nonvolatile and time-variant collection of data in support of management’s deci-
sions.”1 The core idea of data warehousing is to collect and aggregate required data with re-
spect to the needs of management as intended group of users and independent of function ori-
ented information systems architectures specialised in the support of operational business 
processes. DWH data are to be extracted and integrated when meaningful changes of opera-
tional data are recognised by monitors to become useful for the DWH. These transformation of 
operational data to DWH data is provided by components called extractors and integrators 
based on the work of monitoring components.2 OLAP is intended to create views relevant to 
management’s work on DWH data. The term OLAP was “invented” by CODD ET AL. and is de-
fined as follows: “ OLAP ... is the name given to the dynamic enterprise analysis required to 
create, manipulate, animate, and synthesize information from exegetical, contemplative, and 
formulaic data analysis models.“3 OLAP systems provide easy to use generators which enable 
the creation and usage of multi dimensional data bases as well as creating the effect of manipu-
lating so called multi dimensional data structures or hypercubes.4 Typically such systems offer 
manipulations called slicing, ranging or dicing, rotation and drill-down and roll-up.5 The latter 
two are known from systems called executive information systems (EIS) since the early 80s.6 
These systems nevertheless were realised since the mid 60s.7 

Concerning the development of information warehouses little work is done comprising the de-
velopment process as a whole. Contributions usually focus on theoretical aspects concerning 
database theory and technical problems belonging to the late development phases like the im-
plementation phase.8 In some cases the development process is subject to the discussion the 
separation of development phases and the activities the phases are composed of are not based 
on a clear separation of conceptual specification of the system and the design of the system in 
the sense of programming in the large. So sometimes Entity-Relationship-Modelling is equated 

                                                 

1  Inmon (1996), p. 33. Cf. Inmon et al. (1997); Inmon, Hackathorn (1994); Chaudhuri, Dayal (1997); Rama-
krishnan (1998); Silverston et al (1997); Widom (1995). 

2  Cf. Inmon (1996), p. 78; Widom (1995). 
3  Codd et al. (1993), p. 12. 
4  Cf. Colliat (1996); Agarwal et al. (1996); Agrawal et al. (1997); Gyssens, Lakshmanan (1997). 
5  Cf. OLAP Council (1997). 
6  Cf. Rockart, Treacy (1982); Rockart, DeLong (1988). 
7  Cf. Paller, Laska (1990), pp. 23-29. 
8  This is true for the most of the contributions cited so far. 
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with the normalisation of the database scheme.9 To enable a clear specification of the informa-
tion warehouse in the sense of requirements engineering a domain specific language providing 
the concepts for requirements specification is needed.10 As any development process the in-
formation warehouse development process has to start with a clear requirements specification 
as learned from different approaches to software engineering within the last twenty  years.11 
Based on the conceptual or requirements specification the components the system is composed 
of can be specified in the sense of designing a system in the programming in the large phase. 
Only after providing the resulting documents the implementation can be done. 

This paper firstly defines a two dimensional framework for development processes of informa-
tion warehouses based on a separation of the development process dimension and the model-
ling or abstraction dimension. The framework then is used to arrange required development ac-
tivities, the documents produced by these activities and the languages the documents are for-
mulated in. As a conclusion it is shown how the framework can be used to clearly define a 
method of information warehouse development. 

2 A process and abstraction oriented framework for information warehouse 
development 

2.1 Dimension of development phases 

It is widely accepted that any system development process has to start with the conceptual 
specification defining “what” the system under consideration should do.12 This specification 
focuses on the domain the system has to work in. It thus has to specify clearly the domain spe-
cific requirements in a language providing domain specific concepts which enable this specifi-
cation.  

As a general rule the design or programming in the large phase is seen to be the second devel-
opment phase.13 The design has to specify the components the system consists of and the re-
sulting system architecture. Typically decisions concerning the database model14 and the user 
interface15 are made in this phase. The architecture of the system describes the components of 

                                                 

9  Cf. Kimbal (1996), pp. 8. 
10  Cf. Pohl (1996), pp. 4, 20, 34.; Jarke et al. (1993). 
11  Cf. Boehm (1981); Davis et al. (1988); Weske et al. (1999). 
12  Cf. McMenamin, Palmer (1984); Davis (1990); IEEE-830 (1984). 
13  Cf. Balzert (1996a), pp.631; Nagl (1990). 
14  Cf. Codd (1990); Date (1990); Embley (1998); Gupta, Horowitz (1991). 
15  Cf. Balzert (1996b). 
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the system, the functions every component provides and the relationships between the compo-
nents. The definition of component interfaces and the separation of component definition and 
its realisation are core principles of this phase. 

The third phase – the implementation phase – deals with the realisation of the before defined 
components. Tasks in the implementation phase comprise the coding, the development of e.g. 
algorithms and data structures and the respective documentation of the documents. 

Of course these phases are integrated in an evolutionary development process with jumps back 
to earlier phases if necessary. Additionally there are other phases like maintenance. But main-
tenance can be seen as another loop of the development process itself and thus another instan-
tiation of the so far mentioned phases.16 To sum it up for the purpose relevant here the con-
struction process of the system can be explained by the three phases conceptual specification, 
design or programming in the large and implementation.  

2.2 Dimension of model and abstraction levels 

In every development phase discussed so far certain documents or models are produced as out-
put and certain documents or models are required as input respectively. The second dimension 
of the framework is characterised by different levels of abstraction derived from science the-
ory17 and well established in software engineering.18 Within the philosophical discipline of 
logic different levels of language are distinguished. A language which is subject to scientific 
analysis is called the object language where as the language used to carry out the analysis is 
called the meta language.19 The attribute “meta” thus describes the role a certain language ful-
fils in a scientific process. This intention of levels of languages is applied to the process of 
modelling.20 Languages, especially formalised languages, are used to create models. A certain 
language L1 used to create a model M1 can itself be expressed (concerning the syntax of the 
language) by model M2. Following the intention of logic mentioned above it can be said that 
M2 is a meta model with respect to the object modelled by model M1 (cf. Figure 1).21 The 
same idea of defining different levels of abstraction resulting in a type-instance-relationship is 

                                                 

16  Cf. Nagl (1990), pp. 17-23. 
17  Cf. Holten (1999), pp. 10-17. 
18  Cf. Pohl (1996), pp.78-90; ISO/IEC 10027; ISO/IEC (1990); Jacobs, Holten (1995), pp. 98. 
19  Cf. Kambartel (1996); Lorenz (Meta Language) (1996); Lorenz (Object Language) (1996). 
20  Cf. Holten (1996), pp. 11. 
21  Cf. Nissen et al. (1996), pp. 37; Holten (1996), pp. 11. 
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used in the ISO/IEC IRDS framework where these relationships lead to interlocking level pairs 
(cf. Figure 2).22 
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Figure 1: Levels of abstraction in the modelling process 
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Figure 2: Levels of abstraction of the IRDS framework 
Based on these considerations three levels of abstractions in the modelling process are derived 
for the framework (cf. Figure 1): The instance level comprises concrete data relevant for the 
domain, e.g. sales of cars in region Europe in June 1999 realised with reselling partners which 
amount to 3 Million EUROs. The next level defines the type of instance level data in the sense 
of a database scheme or variables. In the example there must be a variable able to store a cer-
tain amount of EURO for sales of cars in region Europe in June 1999 realised with reselling 
partners. The concepts and terms used to define the models on the type level are defined on the 
next level of abstraction called the meta level. Concerning the example the mata level must de-
                                                 

22  Cf. Jacobs, Holten (1995), pp. 98; Pohl (1996), pp. 80; ISO/IEC 10027; ISO/IEC (1990). 
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fine that there are certain objects related to business decisions which can be combined with ra-
tios used in accounting theory (like sales and cost) to create new terms e.g. the concept of fact 
with a new semantics. Following the development methodology proposed by WEDEKIND the 
terms on the meta and the type levels have to be constructed using predefined operators.23 Ad-
ditionally the terms used to define the model on the type level must be instances of the terms 
provided on the meta level. The same holds for the relation between objects on the instance 
level and objects on the type level. It should be mentioned that the IRDS framework consists of 
a fourth abstraction level which is not of interest here. 

2.3 Combining the dimensions: Information Warehouse Development Framework 

Since any development phase produces certain documents and any of these documents can be 
characterised as a model it is possible to combine the above derived dimensions to a frame-
work of information warehouse development processes. Each of the two dimensions is charac-
terised by three entities. So the combination of the dimensions leads to a framework with nine 
entities each characterised by a specific combination of entities belonging to the respective di-
mensions (cf. Figure 3).   
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Figure 3: Information Warehouse Development Framework 

                                                 

23  Cf. Wedekind (1981); Wedekind (1979); Wedekind, Ortner (1977); Holten (1999), pp. 19-27. 
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Every abstraction level in the framework describes the development of certain information ob-
jects from the conceptual specification to their formalised and detailed implementation. The 
type level describes the phases required to develop the information warehouse itself. The meta 
level describes the development of the information warehouse repository. Finally the imple-
mentation level describes the process of formalising information produced in the business 
process and handled by the information warehouse. In relation to the IRDS framework the lev-
els concerned with business processes and business modelling are of interest here (cf. Figure 
2).24 The respective level pairs of the IRDS framework were characterised as “application en-
vironment” by Pohl.25 

Every box of the information warehouse development framework is characterised by a unique 
combination of documents and activities to be performed. There are dependencies of develop-
ment activities in one box to other boxes’ documents. The framework is intended to clearly or-
ganise these dependencies and thus serving as a means to clearly describe the process of in-
formation warehouse development. The contents of every box is outlined in the next session. 

3 Content of framework and discussion 

Information Warehouse Meta Model 

To construct the meta model which defines the required concepts to model the information 
warehouse from a domain perspective in the conceptual specification phase we follow the 
methodology developed by WEDEKIND.26 The meta model is represented as ERM where cardi-
nalities are defined in (min, max)-notation. The construction of the required language concepts 
is based on thorough analyses of management and accounting theory since these fields have a 
long tradition in dealing with information warehouse problems from a domain perspective. In 
fact contributions can be found in which the ideas of OLAP and DWH were developed in the 
50s to 70s of the 20th century with basic research work reaching back even to the beginning of 
the century. The integration of information in a separate information basis for management’s 
purposes and the analogy to multidimensional cubes (nowadays called hyper cubes) combining 
management’s views on this information which are characteristics of the Data Warehouse and 
the OLAP concepts were developed by the German researchers RIEBEL and SCHMALENBACH as 
basic calculation (Grundrechnung) and evaluation calculation (Auswertungsrechnung) in the 
middle of the 20th century.27 This research was based on ideas discussed by RIEGER in the 20s 

                                                 

24  Cf. Jacobs, Holten (1995), pp. 98. 
25  Cf. Pohl (1996), pp. 80-83. 
26  Cf. Wedekind (1981); Wedekind (1979); Wedekind, Ortner (1977); Holten (1999), pp. 19-27. 
27  Cf. Riebel (1979a); Riebel (1979b); Schmalenbach (1963); Schmalenbach (1948); Riebel (1992). 
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of the 20th century in the German literature and by the American researcher GOETZ in the first 
half of the century.28 These theories provide an adequate basis to derive the language con-
structs required to model information warehouses from the domain perspective. This language 
is the core of the box “information warehouse meta model” of the respective development 
framework. Its construction is outlined below.29 

The first concept required is Reference Object leading to the respective entity type (cf. Figure 
4). Reference Objects are defined as all “measures, processes and states of affairs which can be 
object to arrangements or examinations on their own.”30 A Reference Object is everything re-
lated to a decision in a business process. An example for an instance (RO1) of a Reference Ob-
ject is the earlier mentioned set of cars in region Europe in June 1999 which are sold to resell-
ing partners. Reference Objects are related to each other within networks leading to the rela-
tionship type RO-Structure. This relationship type is recursively related to the entity type Ref-
erence Object. Its cardinalities (0,n):(0,n) are characteristic for any structure or network since 
they define that any node may have zero or many higher nodes and zero or many subordinate 
nodes. In the above example the Reference Object (RO2) set of cars in region World in June 
1999 which are sold to reselling partners is logically higher than RO1 according to the dimen-
sion region and the Reference Object (RO3) set of cars in region Europe in Year 1999 which 
are sold to reselling partners is logically higher than RO1 according to the dimension time-
month. Reference Objects can be identified by elements defining the instances of their dimen-
sions. They are specialised to Combined Reference Objects and Dimension Objects. This spe-
cialisation is not unequivocal but total (symbols n,t) since every Reference Object is a Com-
bined Reference Object and some Reference Object are characterised as Dimension Objects. 
Dimension Objects serve as coordinates for Combined Reference Objects indicating that Ref-
erence Objects can be thought of as vectors. Every Reference Object thus can be identified by 
specifying one Dimension Object for every of its dimensions. This is expressed by the relation-
ship type C-RO-Coordinates. Every Dimension Object depends existentially on one unequivo-
cal dimension. This is modelled by the respective entity types Dimension and Dimension Ob-
ject and the relationship type D-DO-Ass indicating the association between the respective en-
tity types. The relationship type is characterised by cardinalities (1,1):(0,n) read from Dimen-
sion Object to Dimension defining that every Dimension Object needs at least and at most one 
related Dimension (existential dependence). 

                                                 

28  CF. Rieger (1928); Goetz (1949). A detailed discussion of these approaches and their connections to OLAP 
and Data Warehouse can be found in Holten (1999), pp.73-115. 

29  A detailed discussion of this construction process is provided by Holten (1999), pp. 73-115 and Becker, Hol-
ten (1998), pp.483-488. 

30  Riebel (1979b), p. 869. 
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Figure 4: Information Warehouse Meta Model 
Dimension Objects of one Dimension are characterised by stronger relationships between each 
other compared to other Reference Objects. These strong relationships only exist because of 
domain specific reasons and are created by a modeller. They lead to hierarchies of Dimension 
Objects like product hierarchies and hierarchies of regions. This concept is modelled by the re-
lationship type DO-Hierarchy which defines a recursion on the entity type Dimension Object. 
The relationship type is defined by cardinalities (0,1):(0,n) read from the subordinate node to 
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the higher node since in a hierarchy every node has at most one related higher node or none 
and can have zero or many subordinated nodes. Every element of DO-Hierarchy thus expresses 
one unique father son relationship (e.g. (regions Europe, region World)). The relationship type 
C-RO-Coordinates allows the specification of the space of all Reference Objects. The specifi-
cation of scopes within this space of Reference Objects, which is required for the modelling of 
any hyper cube in the sense of OLAP, can be expressed using the entity types Dimension 
Scope and Dimension Scope Combination with the respective relationship types DO-DS-Ass 
and DS-DSC-Ass which allow the combination of subsets of the set of Dimension Objects. 

The next concept is Ratio which is of fundamental importance for specifying information in 
management processes. Ratios define important aspects of Reference Objects like gross mar-
gin. They are clearly defined in the sense of a management view. Typically Ratios are organ-
ised in hierarchies to enable the top down analysis of one unique Reference Object according 
to different aspects. This is expressed by the recursive relationship type Ratio System which is 
characterised by cardinalities (0,1):(0,n) defining a hierarchy. To be able to express calculation 
schemes for Ratios (like: gross margin = sales revenues – direct cost) the concepts Ratio Struc-
ture and Operator connected by the relationship type Calculation Expression are introduced. 
These constructs allow the definition of post order expressions for the calculation of Ratios 
(e.g. the entire DuPont-Pyramid can be expressed this way). The relationship between Ratio 
and Reference Object leads to a new concept which goes beyond the characteristics of the two 
former defined concepts. This concept is called RO-Fact indicating that aspects defined by Ra-
tios define Facts of Reference Objects which are relevant to management’s decisions.  

The concepts constructed so far allow to express relevant aspects (Ratios) of business (Refer-
ence Objects) and their combination (Facts). Facts clearly define a type of information. In the 
above example the gross margin of the set of cars sold in region Europe in June 1999 to resell-
ing partners clearly is an instance of the concept Fact and exactly defines a type of information 
(and thus a section of a respective report) a sales manager could be interested in. But this Fact 
does not define the concrete value (the Fact Instance) realised in the real business process. 
Thus additional concepts are required to bring together the definition of Facts from the domain 
perspective and the Fact Instances stored in a technical device like the information base of an 
information or data warehouse. To describe the information base the concepts Data Attribute, 
Ratio Attribute, Key Attribute and Key Instance are introduced. They allow the description of a 
table oriented structure following the idea of a relational structure. Data Attributes are un-
equivocally and totally specialised in Ratio Attributes and Key Attributes (symbols u,t). Key 
Attributes are unequivocally related (associated) to Dimensions (relationship type D-Key-Attr-
Ass with cardinalities (1,1):(1,1)) and Ratio Attributes are respectively associated to Ratios (re-
lationship type R-RAttr-Ass with cardinalities (1,1):(1,1)). Every Dimension Object is inter-
preted as Partial Key (see respective specialisation) and Partial Keys are combined to Key In-
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stances (relationship type Pkey-KeyInst-Ass with cardinalities (1,n):(1,n) indicating that every 
Key instance must consist of one or more Partial Keys and every Partial Key becomes at least 
part of one Key Instance). Now Fact Instances can be identified by combining Ratio Attributes 
with Key Instances with the respective relationship type characterised by cardinalities 
(1,n):(0,n). That is there can be no Key Instance without a Fact Instance. Now it can be ex-
pressed that RO-Facts (as a type of information) are related to their instances (Fact Instances) 
by a new concept given the name RO-Fact-Query and modelled by the respective relationship 
type. The cardinalities (0,1):(0,1) of this relationship type define that there is one unequivocal 
Fact Instance for every RO-Fact if it does exist. Fact Queries are specialised in several classes. 
Finally Fact Queries are used to define Reports. Every Report consist of at least one Fact 
Query (relationship type Report Query Ass) and is specialised in the classes Reference Report 
and ad-hoc Report. 

To clearly define the usage of the meta model algorithmic specifications are required. The re-
spective algorithms must be understandable in the conceptual phase and on the meta level and 
thus in the information warehouse meta model box of the framework. To become clear on this 
abstraction level an algorithm must be formulated using the concepts defined so far and using 
some instructions with a meaning in everyday usage (e.g. successor, mark, sequence of a cer-
tain type of objects). That is algorithms must be clearly defined as action requests.31 To define 
these conceptual algorithms a notation is used which is similar to pseudo code an known from 
the definition of mini specifications.32 It contains notation concepts used as well in structured 
programming.33 Its  basic notational elements are sequence of instructions, comment, for all 
loop and if condition (cf. Figure 5). The conceptual algorithms are defined as follows: 

Procedure Name(List of Parameters) 

{Comment} 

For all loop: 

Instruction. 

Instruction. 

If condition: 

Instruction. 

Instruction. 

Figure 5: Notational Conventions for Conceptual Algorithms 

                                                 

31  Cf. Wedekind (1981), pp. 140-144. 
32  This notation is proposed in Holten (1999), pp. 232. 
33  Cf. Nassi, Schneiderman (1973); Dijkstra (1967). 
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As an example it is shown how the algorithm which calculates the set of all Combined Refer-
ence Objects based on the set of Dimensions and Dimension Objects can be formulated using 
some assistant procedures (cf. Figure 6). 

Assistant Procedures: 

Write Coordinate(Coordinate Position, Coordinate Value, Com-

bined Reference Object) 

{writes value of Coordinate to Coordinate Position of the Com-

bined Reference Object }. 

 

Write Combined Reference Object(Sequence of Dimension, Dimen-

sion Objects, Combined Reference Object) 

{writes all Coordinates of the Combined Reference Object} 

For all Dimensions: 

Search marked Dimension Object. 

Write Coordinate(Dimension, marked Dimension Object, 

Combined Reference Object). 

 

Create Combined Reference Object for last Dimension (Sequence 

of Dimensions, Dimension) 

{creates all possible instances of concept Combined Reference 

Object for all Dimension Objects of last Dimension of Sequence 

of Dimensions with marked Dimension Objects in other Dimen-

sions} 

For all Dimension Objects of Dimension:  

Mark Dimension Object. 

Create new instance of concept Combined Reference Ob-

ject. 

Write Combined Reference Object (Sequence of Dimen-

sions, marked Dimension Object, Combined Reference 

Object). 

 

Algorithm / Main Procedure: 

Create all Combined Reference Objects (Sequence of Dimensions, 

Dimension) 

{creates as an recursive procedure all possible instances of 

concept Combined Reference Object } 

If last Dimension of sequence: 
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Create Combined Reference Object for last Dimension 

(Sequence of Dimensions, Dimension) 

If not last Dimension of sequence: 

Create all Combined Reference Objects (Sequence of 

Dimensions, successor of marked Dimension). 

If  not last Dimension Object of marked Dimension: 

Mark successor of marked Dimension Object of 

marked Dimension. 

Create all Combined Reference Objects (Sequence 

of Dimensions, marked Dimension). 

 

Integration of Algorithm in Main Program: 

 

Create (any but stable) sequence of Dimensions. 

Mark first Dimension. 

For all Dimensions: 

Create (any but stable) sequence of Dimension Objects. 

Mark first Dimension Object. 

Create all Combined Reference Objects (Sequence of Dimensions, 

first Dimension). 

Figure 6: Recursive Algorithm for Calculation of set of Combined Reference Objects 
A runtime example of the above algorithm is shown in Figure 7. 

A1: ABC, a1b1c1 (Start) 

A1: ABC, a1b1c1 

A1: ABC, a1b1c1 

-> a1b1c1 (created Combined Reference Ob-

ject) 

-> a1b1c2 

A1: ABC, a1b2c1 

A1: ABC, a1b2c1 

-> a1b2c1 

-> a1b2c2 

A1: ABC, a2b1c1 

A1: ABC, a2b1c1 

A1: ABC, a2b1c1 

-> a2b1c1 

-> a2b1c2 
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A1: ABC, a2b2c1 

A1: ABC, a2b2c1 

-> a2b2c1 

-> a2b2c2. 

Figure 7: Runtime Example  
Information Warehouse Repository Scheme 

This box of the information warehouse development framework contains an architecture of the 
information warehouse repository (cf. the simplified architecture in Figure 8) since it defines 
the documents of the design phase on the meta level. The repository additionally is based on a 
database scheme defined in this development phase too. This database scheme is derived from 
the former constructed meta model. Examples for required relations (provided the repository is 
realised on a relational database as platform) are e.g. Relation “Dimensions”(Dims: Id; Dim-
Name: Char) defining the respective relation with required attributes identifyer and name and 
“Dimension Objects” (DO: Id; DOName: Char; DO-Father: Id) defining the recursive struc-
ture according to the relationship type DO-Hierarchy (cf. Figure 4).  
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Figure 8: Three Tier Architecture of Information Warehouse Repository 
Information Warehouse Repository Structures 

The implementation on the meta level is concerned with defining and programming e.g. the re-
quired data structures for the repository. In our case SQL could be used to create the needed 
tables. Additionally the modules defined in the architecture must be implemented (e.g. as 
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JAVA applets). The repository defined so far can now be used to model and implement an in-
formation warehouse based on the language defined above. 

Information Warehouse Model 

 

Figure 9: Tool based definition of Information Warehouse Concept 
The first task of developing the information warehouse itself is to model conceptually the re-
quirements and to structure these requirements using a domain specific language. The language 
defined above and the repository developed so far provide adequate tools to support these ac-
tivities (cf. Figure 9). In the example the required conceptual information to define a report is 
specified. Using the information warehouse repository tool the concepts Dimension, Dimension 
Object, Dimension Object Hierarchy, Ratio and Report (cf. Figure 4) are instantiated. Based on 
the conceptual algorithms (e.g. the example to calculate all required Combined Reference Ob-
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jects in Figure 6) this information is sufficient to create the required Facts, Fact Queries and 
Data Attributes for the implementation of the information warehouse scheme and parts of the 
information base. 

Information Warehouse Scheme 

Provided the architecture of the information warehouse should be based on a relational data-
base system the required relations can be derived from the conceptual specification of the in-
formation warehouse. In the example a scheme similar to the star scheme should be imple-
mented. So there are relations required for Fact Instances and e.g. dimension tables for Re-
gions, Products and Clients. The number of Key Attributes of the fact table can be calculated 
directly based on the conceptual information defining the required Dimensions. This calcula-
tion which is clearly part of the design phase of the information warehouse development proc-
ess can be done automatically since the meta model defines the (1,1):(1,1)-relationship be-
tween Dimensions of the conceptual scheme and Key Attributes of the database scheme (cf. 
Figure 4). Thus (as is shown by this example) the conceptual model of the information ware-
house in conjunction with the meta model it is an instance of implicitly defines parts of the in-
formation warehouse scheme which must be made explicit in the respective design phase. 

Information Warehouse Structure 

The last phase on the type level deals with the implementation of the required information or 
data structures of the information warehouse. Here the instances of the meta model specified in 
the conceptual model are used as input for schema generators which can create e.g. the re-
quired DDL SQL-statements for the warehouse implementation (provided the warehouse is 
implemented on a relational platform). In addition it is possible to generate parts of the infor-
mation base itself since based on the meta model, the algorithms (e.g. the one in Figure 6) and 
the conceptual model (defining the instances of meta model concepts) the maximum set of Key 
Instances and the maximum set of Ratio Attributes are defined. 

Information Warehouse Information 

In this box of the framework multidimensional information is generated within the business 
processes of the enterprise. Multidimensional information can be thought of as instances of the 
concept Fact Instance defined in the meta model. In the above example sales of cars in region 
Europe in June 1999 realised with reselling partners which amount to 3 Million EUROs are 
“one piece of” multidimensional information with relevance to a certain sales manager. 
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Information Warehouse Parameters 

On the instance level the design phase can be reduced to the association of information ware-
house information to parts of the information warehouse architecture. In our example where 
the information base is realised using a relational platform the mentioned piece of multidimen-
sional information (sales of cars in region Europe in June 1999 realised with reselling partners 
which amount to 3 Million EUROs) is e.g. associated to the fact table with the respective asso-
ciations of  Key Instance and Ratio Attributes. 

Information Warehouse Data 

Finally any information must be calculated and stored as structured data in a database. In this 
box of the framework the information warehouse is in use. Any instance of the concept Fact 
Instance is booked into the information base (for this purpose components of data warehouse 
like monitors, extractors and integrators are required) and aggregates are calculated using pro-
grams which are instances of the conceptual algorithms defined on the meta level. Additionally 
these programs use parameters which are defined on the type level during the conceptual speci-
fication phase of the information warehouse development process. 

4 Derived development method for information warehouses and conclusion  

Based on the defined meta model and the conceptual algorithms together with the prototypical 
implementation of the respective tool a method for the development of information warehouses 
can be derived. The intention of this approach is similar to the CASE-idea. The required devel-
opment steps are as follows:34  

• Model the Dimensions, Dimension Objects and Dimension Object Hierarchies which are 
required from the management’s perspective. These structures may differ completely from 
structures used in other applications supporting the operational business processes. Thus an 
integrated model for the information warehouse concept is required. 

• Generate the set of Combined Reference Objects using the defined algorithms automati-
cally. 

• Specify the required Ratios with their Calculation Expressions and the required Ratio Sys-
tems.  

                                                 

34  Cf. for a detailed discussion  Holten (1999). 
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• Generate the maximum set of RO-Facts or the required scopes of this set based on the in-
stances of the concept Dimension Scope Combination. 

• Define the required Reports. 

• Generate the required information base structure (instances of the concept Fact Instance). 

• Generate the required instances of the concept Fact Query. 

In real projects it has shown that a the communication with business managers can be facili-
tated by using direct modelling approaches like the one shown in Figure 9 in combination with 
ERM-like notations for the definition of Dimensions, Combined Reference Objects and Facts 
on a type level where the ERM is enriched by examples of instances of the respective entity 
and relationship types (cf. Figure 10). 

For the development steps concerned with the generation of parts of the information warehouse 
(structure as well as information base) bridge programs are required which enable the integra-
tion of Data Warehouse and OLAP-Systems available on the market into the demonstrated ap-
proach. These programs are currently developed as prototypes for selected systems like SAP 
R/3 and MicroStrategy. 
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Figure 10: Example of enriched ERM as part of Information Warehouse Model 
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